
10 DAYS OF DREAM TRIP

100+ FIXED DEPARTURES FOR LADAKH

ASSURED UNFORGETTABLE MEMORIES

ROAD  TR IP  TO  LADAKH

2021

(MANAL I -LEH -SRINAGAR )

WWW . B A C K P A C K C L A N . C O M

1500+KMS

CUSTOMIZED PACKAGES FOR GROUPS

PHOTOGRAPHY PARADISE

UNLIMITED VIEWS TO CLICK

HIGH PEAKS AND MOUNTAINS

ROHTANG LA, BARALACHA LA, NAKEE LA,

LACHUNG LA, TAGLANG LA, KHARDUNG LA,

CHANG LA, NAMIKA LA, FOTU LA, ZOJI LA 

ENDLESS MOMENTS
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07
DAY NUBRA VALLEY TO PANGONG

KHARDUNGLA PASS 17,582  FT 

DARCHA
ZING ZING BAR
BARALACHA LA 16500 FT
PATSIO

GATA LOOPS
NAKEE-LA PASS 15647 FT
LACHULUNG LA 16600 FT
PANG
MORE PLAINS
 

CHANG LA PASS 17,590 FT
TANGTSE
UPSHI
SHEY

INDUS RIVER
CHUMATHANG
UPSHI
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PANGONG  TSO TO LEH

LEH TO KARGIL VIA BATALIK

MANALI TO JISPA
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DAY 

ATAL TUNNEL
KEYLONG

NIMMOO
LAMAYURU
FOTU LA 13,478 FT
NAMIKA LA  12,139 FT

DELHI/CHANDIGARH TO MANALI
00

550 KMS

AC SEMI SLEEPER VOLVO

DAY 

220 KMS



JUNE,2021:  5,9,12,26

JULY, 2021: 1,4,20,23,26

AUGUST, 2021: 11,14,17

SEPTEMBER, 2021: 2,5,8

Own Bike - Solo Rider Without fuel :  ₹ 25000

Own Bike - with Pillion Without Fuel : ₹ 25000

Single Rider with RE 500cc including fuel : ₹ 43000

Dual Rider with RE 500cc including fuel : ₹ 33000

SUV/Temp Traveler : ₹ 30,999

9958716176 /booking@backpackclan.com

Accommodation in Hotels / Camps / Guest Houses
on double / triple sharing from Day 01 to Day 10
Meals - Breakfast and Dinner. Dinner on Day 01 to
Breakfast on Day 11
Volvo tickets from Delhi/Chandigarh to Manali
Services of experienced trip leader and  motorbike
Mechanic
First Aid kit and Oxygen cylinder 
Inner Line permit/Manali Green Tribunal Permit
Facility to carry luggage in a vehicle restricted to 1
Rucksack / Duffle bag  of 60 Liters  per motorbike
Royal Enfield 500cc motorbike
Helmet for both rider and pillion
Motorbike Fuel for the complete trip as per the
itinerary
Transport in an MUV like Tempo Traveller / Toyota
Innova / Mahindra Xylo / Mahindra Scorpio from
Day 02 to Day 10 as per the group size.
Bon Fire wherever possible
Backup Vehicle
Transfers from Srinagar to Srinagar
Airport(Specific Time Slots)

INCLUSIONS EXCLUSIONS

DEPARTURE DATES

10
DAY KARGIL TO SRINAGAR

DRAS
ZOJI LA 11,575 FT
SONMARG200 KMS

Personal expenses like Telephone, Laundry, Tips and
Table Drinks etc.
Any type of insurance-Medical, Accidental, theft
Any Airfare / Rail fare other than what in mentioned in
“Inclusions”
Airport, Railway station or Bus stop pick up or drop
Cost of any spare part which will be used due to the
accidental damage incurred when the motorbike is in
rider’s possession.
Cost incurred to transfer or tow the motorbike in case
it is dropped on the way.
Vehicle servicing or maintenance cost
Any lunch and other meals not mentioned in package
inclusions
Security deposit per motorbike of Rs. 10000/- . As per
the deposit policy (This is refundable at the end of the
trip if there is no damage or spare parts used.)
Parking and monument entry fees during sightseeing.
Any cost incurred due to extension,change of itinerary
due to natural calamities,road, blocks,vehicle
breakdown, union issues and factors beyond our
control
Additional accommodation / food cost incurred due to
any delay
Riding Gears for rider which can be hired (Knee pads
and Elbow guards - Rs. 750/- for the whole trip)
5% GST
Anything that is not mentioned in the Inclusion
sections

PACKAGE PRICE



Cancellations received more than 60 days prior to the date of tour start will be subject to the
following a Rs.5,000/- per person cancellation fee.
Cancellations received less than 45 days prior to departure will be subject to the following forfeit of
25% tour cost;
45-30 days – 50 % of the tour cost;
30-20 days- 75% of tour cost;
within 20 days- 100% of tour cost.
No exception to this policy can be made for any reason.

46 Days or more before date of departure: 25% of total cost.
31 - 45 Days before date of departure: 50% of total cost.
30 days before date of departure: 100% of total cost.
Important: The booking stands liable to be cancelled if 100% payment is not received less than 30
days before date of departure.

The check in time is 12 noon/early check in subject to availability of room.
We require minimum strength of 6 riders to operate one group. We have right to cancel the
group if we do not get minimum strength of riders in any group. 
If there is any additional expenses due to bad weather or any other reason beyond the control of
the tour operator on account of hotel stay, transportation, and meals etc. extra bill will be
raised. Neither BACKPACKCLAN nor the participating partners/hotels will be responsible for the
additional expenses.
BACKPACKCLAN is not responsible for any change in itinerary due to reasons beyond our control
like change in flight and train schedule, cancellation of flights/trains, political disturbances,
natural phenomenon, etc
If any group member wants to leave group in-between the tour then he/she has to pay the cost
for transportation of bike from point of leaving the tour till Manali drop
Group members would have to get own riding gears. Wearing a helmet, carrying a valid ID proof
& Driving license is mandatory.
All guests will be responsible for safety and security of their own luggage. We will not be at all
responsible for the damage/missing / lost luggage. So carry a small daypack bags to carry all
expensive things with you. 
Compensation for any damage/accident done by you during tour to others property/person
would be directly payable by you.

Manali:Hotel Hollywood/Kalinga/Seven Hills/Similar
Jispa: Jispa Journey Camps/The Yak Hotel Jispa/Hotel IBEX/Similar
Sarchu: /Snow Gold Camps/Gold Drop Camps/Antrek Camps/Dorjey Camps/Similar
Tso Moriri: Yak Camps/Similar
Leh: Horpo/Zik Zik Holidays/Three Roses Leh/Similar
Nubra: Lasthang /Chunka Camps/Nature Nest Camps/Similar
Pangong: Wonderland Camps/The Ladakh Camps/Auspicious Camps/Similar
Kargil: Rangyul/ Caravan/ Similar
Srinagar: Amina House Boat/ Similar

HOTEL/CAMPS 

Documents to Carry
1) 4 - Passport size photographs 
2) Original Photo ID (voter card/ passport/PAN card/ Aadhar card)
3) Driving Licence – Original
4) If bringing your own bike, all documents related to your bike should be submitted along with
insurance papers 

NOTES

CANCELLATION POLICY

PAYMENT POLICY

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

IF WE CHANGE OR CANCEL YOUR ADVENTURE HOLIDAY
We do plan the arrangements in advance. It is unlikely that we will have to make any changes to
your travel arrangements. Occasionally, we may have to make changes due to Force Majeure
Events and we reserve the right to do so at any time before or during the trip.
If there are any changes, we will advise you of them at the earliest possible date before or during
the triP based on the Force Majeure Events.
We also reserve the right under Force Majeure Events to cancel your travel arrangements / offer
alternative dates / revise the itinerary before or during the trip. Any additional cost incurred due to
the above mentioned reasons will have to be borne by the traveller himself. There shall be no
refund to the traveller under Force Majeure Events.
Force Majeure Event shall mean and include any circumstance beyond the reasonable control of
BACKPACKCLAN, including without limitation, any act of nature or the public enemy, accident,
explosion, fire, storm, earthquake, flood, drought, perils of the sea, casualty, strikes, lock-outs,
labour troubles, riots, sabotage, terrorists acts, embargo, war (whether or not declared),
governmental actions, delay in issuance or processing of Visa/permit, change of laws and
regulations, orders, or decrees, or other causes of like or different character beyond the control
of BACKPACKCLAN.
IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE YOUR ADVENTURE HOLIDAY PLAN After you make full or partial payment, if
you wish to change your travel arrangements in any way (e.g. your chosen departure date or
accommodation), we will do our utmost to make these changes but it may not always be possible.
Any request for changes must be in writing from the person who made the booking. All cost
incurred due to amendment will be borne by the traveller himself.
ALL DISPUTES ARE SUBJECT TO DELHI JURISDICTION 

https://www.facebook.com/backpackclan.tours/
http://www.backpackclan.com/
https://www.tripadvisor.in/Attraction_Review-g304551-d12643749-Reviews-BackPackClan-New_Delhi_National_Capital_Territory_of_Delhi.html
https://www.instagram.com/backpackclantours/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Backpacklan?src=hash

